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I read the draft with great curiosity and interest, and after finishing my read, I reviewed 
some of the publicly available comments that have been posted about it. I found a 
couple that were very much in line with my thoughts [1, 2], so I will just take this 
opportunity to primarily add my thoughts on top of those.  
 
I outline my thoughts regarding specific statements made in the draft. For future 
reference, these comments are in response to the draft policy released on November 
2019 [3]. 
 
I. Purpose 
 
Some of the statements from this section that I would like to be updated are as follows: 
 
“In addition, NIH emphasizes the importance of good data management practices, 
which provide the foundation for effective data sharing and improve the 
reproducibility and reliability of research findings.” 
 
“Shared data should be made accessible in a timely manner for use by the research 
community and the broader public.” 
 
I think the focus/purpose should be more directly about reproducibility and utility. The 
first sentence suggests that reproducibility and reliability are desirable criteria. They 
should be essential criteria. Furthermore, utility of the scientific outputs (‘outputs’ here 
refers to elements in addition to data; more on this later) of a study/project is not 
mentioned. Research advances are necessarily incremental. This is particularly true for 
my field—informatics. Current research in informatics builds on years of incremental 
progress, and past project outputs that had high utility for future research served as the 
platform. At the same time, there were funded projects that did not produce any outputs 
of utility for future research. Thus, there should be an explicit focus on utility. 
 
I agree with Michael Hoffman [1]: the language must be more specific and needs to 
make explicit the components that should be shared and those that must be shared (see 
below for my thoughts about what must be shared). 
 
 
“Data Management: The process of validating, organizing, securing, maintaining, 



and processing scientific data, and of determining which scientific data to preserve.” 
 

è There needs to be an explicit focus on reproducibility, particularly for informatics 
research. In this case, the broadly-defined scope of “Data management” should 
encompass management of systems developed, source codes and resources 
developed. The following are some specific examples: 

o Systems—trained machine learning models or rule-based systems that 
have been executed on the data and for which performance metrics (e.g., 
accuracy, F1 score, precision, recall) have been reported. 

o Source codes—python or R scripts, along with parameter configurations 
and instructions for plug-and-play-type execution. 

o Resources—lexicons developed for natural language processing and 
external features for machine learning. 

 
è While it is understandable that not all data can be shared without compromising 

privacy of the subjects in some way, there is no plausible reason for not 
sharing systems, codes and resources that have no influence on privacy.  

è A guideline on data sharing is incomplete, particularly for informatics, if it does 
not include specifications for system/code/resource sharing. 

è Every informatics researcher knows that there are too many studies, in every 
sub-field, which report performances of unavailable systems/algorithms on 
private/internal datasets. What purpose do such studies serve in progressing 
research?    

 
 
“Scientific Data: The recorded factual material commonly accepted in the scientific 
community as necessary to validate and replicate research findings, regardless of 
whether the data are used to support scholarly publications. Scientific data do not 
include laboratory notebooks, preliminary analyses, completed case report forms, 
drafts of scientific papers, plans for future research, peer reviews, communications 
with colleagues, or physical objects, such as laboratory specimens. NIH expects that 
reasonable efforts will be made to digitize all scientific data.” 
 

è The definition of scientific data needs to be broadened, as discussed above. In 
this case, I agree with Professor William Hersh [2]. 

 
VI. Data Management and Sharing Plans 
 
- “Researchers with NIH-funded or conducted research projects resulting in the 

generation of scientific data are required to submit a Plan to the funding NIH ICO 
as part of Just-in- Time for extramural awards” 

 
The plan should be for guaranteeing reproducibility not only for sharing, and it must 
be submitted with the proposal. 
 
- “Plans should explain how scientific data generated by a research study will be 

managed and which of these scientific data will be shared.” 



 
This is very narrow. Scientific data should be inclusive of data and resources. It should 
also include data that is not directly generated by the research project/study. Second, 
plans must explain how the research methods and results can be reproduced, 
particularly if the data used is not shared. 
 
- “NIH encourages shared scientific data to be made available as long as it is deemed 

useful to the research community or the public.” 
 
It should state the opposite. All data must be made public unless there is a compelling 
reason not to.  
 
 
[1] Link to blog: https://hoffman.bitbucket.io/2019/nih-data-management.html 
[2] Link to blog post: https://informaticsprofessor.blogspot.com/2018/12/response-to-
nih-rfi-proposed-provisions.html 
[3] Draft available at link: https://osp.od.nih.gov/wp-
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